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Discover erable°
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Buy CLAP
Here are some examples of exchanges where you
can get CLAP :
[image: ]SundaeSwap
[image: ]Minswap

Learn how to buy CLAP
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Cardashift has rebranded and becomes erable°
Visit our new website: erable.com


Creating tomorrow’s economy for the planet and the people
Join us as we challenge outdated & unsustainable economic models.
Pyxo sale starts soon 🔥
Read the project paper
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They are talking about us!
[image: CoindeskLogo][image: CoinAcademyLogo][image: CoinWireLogo][image: DecryptLogo]

What do we do?
[image: ]In light of environmental and social threats, our goal is to shake-up our society in order to transform it, make it fairer and more attractive.

[image: ]Using blockchain technology, Cardashift provides society with the tools to change the economy, as a whole. We build mission-driven NFTs, the new engagement contracts of entire ecosystems enabling the structuring, financing, promotion and delivery of a novel impact economy.




How can I make a difference?
There are so many ways to get involved with Cardashift.
Come learn about how you can be a driving force in the building of a better tomorrow.

[image: ][image: ]Project Leader
Submit their projects to the community to increase their future impact.


[image: ]Citizen-investors
Fund and vote to support impactful projects. Participate in the management of the community.


[image: ]Partners
Provide support and expertise to the community and inspire change.


[image: ]Cardashift Experts
Accompany projects in their development and their tokenization until they raise funds.



Cardashift in numbers
10 M$
funds raised in ICO

12,000
members

150
project applications



What we fight for
[image: ]WATER
Provide all human beings with access to safe drinking water.

[image: ]HEALTH
Provide sustainable health security for all human beings.

[image: ]AIR
Provide sustainable health security for all human beings.


[image: ]FINANCE
Provide all human beings with financial security.

[image: ]ECOSYSTEM
Provide all human beings with the assurance of stable ecosystems.

[image: ]EDUCATION
Provide quality education for all human beings.


[image: ]FOOD
Provide all people with sustainable access to adequate food.

Submit your project
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What we fight for
[image: ]WATER
Provide all human beings with access to safe drinking water.

[image: ]HEALTH
Provide sustainable health security for all human beings.

[image: ]AIR
Provide good air quality for all people at all times.

[image: ]FINANCE
Provide all human beings with financial security.

[image: ]ECOSYSTEM
Provide all human beings with the assurance of stable ecosystems.

[image: ]EDUCATION
Provide quality education for all human beings.

[image: ]FOOD
Provide all people with sustainable access to adequate food.


Submit your project
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What we have achieved so far
[image: ]Pyxo
Pyxo offers a solution to the irreversible damage done by single-use plastic waste, through reusable and eco-friendly containers.
Today, a huge part of the plastics dumped into the oceans comes from disposable packaging, the packaging we use when we buy groceries or when we order takeaway. 
Pyxo is building the biggest network of reusable food containers, from your plate all the way to the washing center.
Learn more on Medium
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[image: ]Revolte
Through their careful expertise, Revolte fights planned obsolescence by helping electric cars last longer.
While there are still challenges, electric vehicles are the future of mobility. Revolte campaigns for automotive sustainability by developing a network of garages and technicians specialized in electric vehicles. your vehicle could last 100 years!
Learn more on Medium
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Ready? 
Join the community of change makers!
[image: Discord][image: Telegram][image: Medium][image: Twitter][image: Linkedin]
Join a community 12,000 members strong, striving to implement positive change. 
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Products
DAOComing soon
Launchpad
Marketplace
Coming soon

Ressources
MediumWhitepaper
Company
About CardashiftCommunity
Legal
Terms and Conditions
Newsletter
Join the newsletter
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Follow us on social media
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